We study the exciton-plasmon dynamics that lead to optical loss mitigation via ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy (UTAS) on hybrid aggregates of core-shell quantum dots (QDs) and Au nanoparticles (NPs). We highlight that generating hot electrons in plasmonic NPs contributes to the transient differential absorption spectrum under optical excitation. The results suggest modifying the method of analyzing the transient absorption spectra of loss mitigated systems. Additionally, we investigate the effect of Electron Oscillation frequency-Phonon Resonance Detuning (EOPRD) on loss mitigation efficiency. Moreover, power dependent UTAS reveal a frequency pulling like effect in the transient bleach maximum towards the gain emission. We show that the appropriate choice of the pump wavelength and by changing the pump power we can conclusively prove the existence of loss mitigation using UTAS. Finally, we study the transient kinetics of hybrid gain-plasmon systems and report interesting hybrid transient kinetics.
Introduction
Surface plasmons (SPs) are quasi-particles that result from coupling an electromagnetic (EM) field to free electrons that collectively oscillate at an interface where the real part of the dielectric function changes signs. The field of plasmonics utilizes SPs for many applications in different technological areas. [1] [2] [3] [4] Except for low efficiency applications that are not affected much by losses [5] [6] [7] such as surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS), perfect light absorption and photothermal cancer therapy, the strong absorption and optical losses in the available plasmonic materials are the main obstacles for their promising applications. EM field confinement is the major advantage of plasmonics. The ability to confine the EM field beyond the diffraction limit requires the existence of free electrons. In general the EM field achieves self-sustaining oscillations by transferring the conserved energy between its electric and magnetic components. However, this self-sustaining oscillation is not possible beyond the diffraction limit, i.e. below λ/2n, because in a deeply sub-wavelength regime the electric (magnetic) field will not get a chance to fully develop its magnetic (electric) counterpart to conserve the total energy. 8 On the other hand, by storing some of the EM energy in the kinetic energy of resonant free electrons in metals (i.e. SPs), sub-wavelength selfsustained oscillation will be possible. In that sense, one can think of a plasmonic NP as a leaky cavity. The motion of such free electrons is inevitably damped due to electron scattering events creating a causal link between the excitation of free electrons (SPs) and loss of EM energy. Localized surface plasmons (LSPs) are excited in nanoparticles (NPs) with free electrons (e.g. metals or doped semiconductors) that are dimensionally comparable or smaller than the wavelength of the resonant electromagnetic field. Absorption of the EM field results from electron scattering events which are mainly electron-phonon scattering, electronsurface scattering and inter-band transitions. 8, 9 These loss channels broaden the plasmon resonance spectrally creating what is called a plasmon band. For instance, the plasmon band of Ag is narrower and sharper than that of Au because the electronic inter-band transition in Au spectrally coincides with the SP resonance, thus adding an extra loss channel.
One possible scheme to deal with losses in plasmonics while maintaining the EM sub-wavelength confinement is to introduce gain in the dielectric surrounding of the plasmonic NPs such that the gain emission spectrally overlaps with the plasmon band. [10] [11] [12] The gain provides an energy source that compensates the optical losses and thus maintains self-sus-taining oscillation of the EM field while keeping the sub-wavelength field confinement in the vicinity of the NP. This energy transfer takes place through dipole-dipole non-radiative resonant energy transfer between the excitonic element (donor) and plasmonic NPs (acceptor). The resonance condition is satisfied when the donor emission spectrally overlaps with the SP resonance of the acceptor. The energy transfer process is irreversible and thus the gain is weakly coupled to the plasmonic NP. This effect has been experimentally investigated by using reflection and transmission pump-probe spectroscopies complemented by fluorescence time-resolved spectroscopy. [13] [14] [15] [16] In addition, transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS) has been employed to verify the existence of loss mitigation effects. [17] [18] [19] However, a systematic and detailed study utilizing pumpprobe transient absorption spectroscopy on hybrid gainplasmon systems has not been performed to date. In addition, previous theoretical 15, 16 and experimental 14, 17 works have neglected the effect of the pump beam on the NP optical properties. This is a significant issue since it can result in experimental artifacts for the optical characterization of plasmonic materials.
In this work, we study the transient absorption of resonant gain-plasmon aggregates as hybrid nano-assemblies and their ultrafast transient kinetics. We perform detailed pump-probe transient absorption spectroscopy experiments to investigate the loss mitigation process of aggregated Au NPs in the close vicinity of core-shell QDs. We show that the enhanced transmission could be due to other effects occurring in the material during optical pumping and probing processes and that these effects can be misinterpreted as loss mitigation. Furthermore, we highlight the transient nature of the plasmon band quality factor and the effect of Electron Oscillation frequency-Phonon Resonance Detuning (EOPRD) on loss mitigation efficiency. Additionally, we show that the loss mitigation of NP aggregates occurs for the subset of plasmon resonances that overlap with the gain emission and that the loss mitigation efficiency is wavelength dependent. Such wavelength dependence is translated in the dependence of the loss mitigation maximum wavelength on pump power, which has been predicted theoretically, 15 and in the effect of EOPRD on loss mitigation at different wavelengths. Finally, we study the transient kinetics of loss mitigated systems and the effect of NPgain relative concentrations on the dynamics of loss mitigation. In addition to understanding the dynamics of optical loss mitigation in resonant gain-plasmon nano-assemblies, we provide new insights regarding engineering hybrid gainplasmon systems to unlock potential applications of plasmonic nanostructures. The measurements are carried out on three systems: (a) a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) host doped with aggregates of core-shell CdSe@ZnS QDs; this is the Gain System (GS), (b) a PDMS host doped with aggregates of 11 nm Au NPs, in two different concentrations; lower concentration (AuL) of 1 × 10
M and higher concentration (AuH) of 3 × 10 −6 M, and (c) a PDMS host containing a mixture of QDs and Au NPs with the same concentration of QDs in GS and the same concentration of Au NPs of AuL (for GS_AuL) and AuH (for GS_AuH). Fig. 1(a) shows a scheme of the three systems.
Results and discussion

Samples characterization
The extinction and emission curves of GS as well as the extinction of both AuL and GS_AuL are presented in Fig. 1(b) and (c), respectively. According to Fig. 1(c) , the broad extinction peak of AuL is centered at roughly 610 nm. The broadening of the plasmon band is due to NP aggregation within the polymer. 20 Furthermore, GS_AuL extinction reflects the extinction of aggregates of both QDs and NPs exhibiting a peak at ≈553 nm. This is not the true plasmon resonance extinction peak due to the influence of the QDs' extinction. Our analysis (see ESI section 1 †) shows that the plasmon extinction peak wavelength of GS_AuL is ≈590 nm. The emission of the embedded QDs is roughly the same for GS and GS_AuL. The emission maximum of QDs is at ≈570 nm overlapping with the plasmon band of GS_AuL and thus satisfying the loss mitigation non-radiative resonant energy transfer condition.
Ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy measurements (UTAS)
After exciting the sample by an ultrafast pump pulse, a temporally delayed probe pulse is used to extract the pumpinduced absorbance change of the sample. The experimental setup details are provided in the Experimental section. By measuring the wavelength-dependent intensity of the delayed probe spectra in the presence (I λ,t ) and the absence (I λ,0 ) of the pump pulses, the transient absorption signal S(λ,t ) is calculated based on the following equation:
Note that according to our sign convention, a positive sign of the pump-probe differential transmission (ΔT/T 0 ) corresponds to a decrease in transmission (transient absorption), whereas a negative sign of ΔT/T 0 corresponds to an increase in transmission (transient bleach). The measurements were performed by using 400 nm and 800 nm excitation wavelengths in order to independently probe the effect of gain excitation and energy transfer processes on the transient absorption signal. In addition, the delay between the pump and probe was varied to observe the modification of the transient absorption signal over time and to examine the transient decay kinetics of all the systems.
Transient absorption (TA) measurements for the GS sample (see Fig. 2 (a)) are performed using a 400 nm wavelength pump at 1 μJ for 650 fs, 33 ps, and 1 ns delay times. The maximum bleach wavelength is ≈550 nm which is close to the local absorption maxima shown in Fig. 1(b) . As we increase the delay time the bleach initially increases in magnitude, reaching its maximum at 650 fs, and then it starts to decrease. The QDs' bleach in GS is mainly due to the well-known band filling effect 21, 22 where the pump beam excites the valence band electrons to the conduction band. The TA signal for the band filling effect corresponds to a bleach effect reflecting the inability of exciting more electrons to the already populated states in the conduction band. On the other hand, exciting the system with 800 nm does not cause any bleach as it is outside the QDs' absorption band ( Fig. 2(b) ). Fig. 3(a) shows the TA spectrum of AuL at 650 fs, 1.3 ps and 2.5 ps delay times for 400 nm excitation pump wavelength and 1 μJ energy. The signal vanishes within the noise at around 3 ps. The bleach maximum wavelength is ≈575 nm, which Fig. 2 (a) Transient absorption (TA) results for GS for three delay times: 650 fs, 33 ps, and 1 ns for 1 μJ pump energy. We observe a broadband bleach that has a maximum around 550 nm due to the band filling effect. (b) Pumping GS with an 800 nm pump wavelength we observe no bleach since we are not exciting any QDs. The QDs' normalized extinction and emission. The emission maximum is ≈570 nm and extinction maximum is ≈545 nm. (c) The extinction spectrum of AuL and GS_AuL. AuL has a broad extinction due to NP aggregation. GS_AuL extinction maximum is a convolution of the extinction of both QDs and NPs. An estimate of the "true" plasmon extinction of NPs is presented in ESI section 1 † and its maximum is ≈590 nm.
blue shifts over time. Additionally, we observe a positive absorption band at the higher energy side of the bleach.
Generally, the excitation of mono-dispersed Au NPs results in plasmon bleaching feature; i.e. transient quenching and broadening of the plasmon band. 23 Accordingly, the (ΔT/T 0 )
figure features a transient bleach centered at the plasmon band absorption maximum and two positive absorption bands (or wings) at lower and higher energies relative to the bleach. This is attributed to modifying the NPs' permittivity due to the creation of hot electrons, i.e. electrons that thermalize after absorbing the EM field energy due to a scattering event and are at an elevated temperature with respect to the metal lattice. 24 Upon pumping the NPs, the plasmon band broadens spectrally and its maximum peak intensity drops, i.e. the plasmon resonance quality factor decreases. This drop in the plasmon resonance quality factor indicates the existence of an extra damping or loss mechanism of the oscillating free electrons as we have discussed earlier. Hot electrons are more likely to experience scattering according to the Fermi liquid theory. 24, 25 Furthermore, hot electrons have an augmented velocity due to their thermalization which makes them more amenable to surface scattering as well as collision-less Landau damping that occurs for the plasma oscillation of hot electrons. 26 It is important to emphasize that the quality factor of the plasmon resonance is not a steady state property. In practice, exciting the NP directly or indirectly, e.g. by exciting the gain, introduces additional losses and thus modifies the plasmon resonance transient quality factor. Previous works have shown that the transient absorption bands/wings of pumped NP aggregates are uneven.
27,28 The higher energy absorption wing is larger in magnitude than the lower energy wing. We also observe two uneven transient absorption wings; however, the lower energy wing magnitude is lower than the noise level as we prove in ESI section 3. † Fig. 3(a) shows a blue-shift in the bleach maxima as a function of the delay time for AuL. This is due to the faster transient bleach decay for longer wavelengths compared to shorter wavelengths. The blue shift of the bleach peak for NP aggregates is attributed to a reduction in the EOPRD. 28 EOPRD reflects the coupling strength between the electron oscillation frequency and the phonon modes of a given NP such that the smaller the detuning the stronger the coupling. The electron oscillation frequency is equal to v f /R where v f is the Fermi velocity and R is the domain radius. For very small domains, the electron oscillation frequency exceeds the Debye frequency of phonons which corresponds to the upper bound of the phonon mode spectrum. This frequency detuning decreases the electronphonon coupling strength. 29 Given that hot electrons cool down by exciting phonons via electron-phonon scattering, the smaller the frequency detuning, the stronger the electronphonon coupling and the faster the decay of the transient absorption/bleach. It has been suggested previously 28 that the probe beam interrogates a particular subset of the aggregates that corresponds to the excited resonance. For NP aggregates, resonances that correspond to longer wavelengths have larger domain radii which enhance the coupling to phonon modes. 30 Accordingly, longer wavelengths should experience faster decay kinetics of the TA spectrum compared to shorter ones resulting in the observed blue shift in the bleach maxima as a function of delay time. This is not the case for mono-dispersed NPs, where increasing the NP size decreases EOPRD, but also decreases the electron-surface scattering rate resulting in seemingly size independent decay kinetics. 29, 31 It is important to note that exciting AuL at 800 nm (see Fig. 3(b) ) results in a similar bleach as that of 400 nm excitation. 31 For the hybrid system (GS_AuL), we have shown previously that the gain is coupled via non-radiative energy transfer to the embedded plasmonic NPs via time resolved spectroscopy and pump-probe spectroscopy. 32 Here we are interested in the transient dynamics of loss mitigation in such a hybrid system. Fig. 4(a) shows the transient absorption results for GS_AuL at 650 fs, 2.5 ps and 10 ps delay times for a 400 nm excitation pump wave- Fig. 3 (a) TA results for AuL for three delay times: 650 fs, 1.3 ps, and 2.5 ps. The bleach maximum is ≈575 nm. The TA profile is due to the creation of hot electrons that modify the NPs' permittivity. An absorption wing appears at higher energies with respect to the bleach. There is another low energy absorption wing that is below the noise level. Additionally, the bleach maximum blue shifts as the delay time increases due to reduced EOPRD. (b) Excitation of AuL with 400 nm and 800 nm pump wavelengths after a 650 fs probe delay exhibits similar TA behavior.
length and 1 μJ energy. We observe a transient bleach band, and two uneven transient absorption wings. Compared to the TA results of both GS and AuL, the bleach signal of the hybrid system is considerably higher than the combined bleach of GS and AuL (see Fig. 4(b) ). This observation quantitatively proves the existence of loss mitigation indicated by a significant enhancement in transmission. To further confirm our results, we performed UTAS measurements on GS_AuH and obtained the same behavior of GS_AuL (see section 3 in the ESI †). From a qualitative point of view, however, AuL and GS_AuL provide very similar TA spectra (Fig. 4(b) ). This may be misinterpreted as loss mitigation and it is a consideration that was largely ignored by previous works. 15 In addition, performing a transient measurement by varying the delay time between the pump and probe beams cannot exclude such an effect because it is also a transient phenomenon. It is necessary to note that the modifications of NP permittivity due to the creation of hot electrons and due to loss mitigation are completely different phenomena. The plasmon bleaching of NPs due to the creation of hot electrons results in a simultaneous drop in absorption as well as scattering of the electromagnetic field by the NPs, i.e. the NP polarizability drops 33 and a new source of damping and loss is created. However, for the case of loss compensation, the final goal is to decrease the NP absorption while increasing its scattering 11 through providing energy to the quasi-static plasmon field in order to compensate for electron oscillation damping. On the other hand, the two effects produce a similar TA spectrum; both produce bleach within a certain spectral range, and an increase in absorption in a contingent spectral range. For the case of loss compensation, however, the absorption increase is a consequence of Kramers-Kronig integral relations 14, 15 and not due to a drop in the resonance quality factor as in the case for NPs only in AuL. One way to distinguish between these two effects is to perform transient reflection spectroscopy (TRS) in addition to TAS. If the bleach in TAS spectrally corresponds to a drop in scattering in TRS, then this is merely due to modifying the NPs permittivity. 13, 33 However, TRS is not a suitable technique for our system because embedding the NPs in a dielectric host reduces scattering significantly and thus results in a very low signal to noise ratio. Another way to exclude the effect of pump induced permittivity modification is by pumping the hybrid system away from the gain absorption. Therefore, we pump GS_AuL@800 nm with a pump energy of 1 μJ (see Fig. 5 ). It is clear that the bleach for 800 nm excitation is significantly lower than that for 400 nm unlike what we have seen earlier in Fig. 3(b) for AuL. The same behavior of GS_AuL was observed for GS_AuH and is shown in Fig. S3 in ESI section 3. † Fig. 4(a) shows that the bleach maxima also blue shifts over time. This blue shift is in part due to the decreased EOPRD of hot electrons in NP aggregates at longer wavelengths resulting from direct absorption of the excitation beam as we detailed previously for the case of the AuL system. However, induced bleach due to loss mitigation should also exhibit a similar blue shift. This is because electron-phonon scattering plays a dual role: (a) it mediates the absorption of electromagnetic energy creating hot electrons, and (b) it cools down hot electrons by transferring their extra heat to the lattice through phonons. In the case of loss mitigation, oscillating electrons at longer wavelengths in NP aggregates also experience stronger electron-phonon scattering because of their lower EOPRD. This means that enhanced transmission due to loss mitigation at longer wavelengths should decay faster than that at shorter wavelengths because of the existence of stronger damping, mediated by electron-phonon scattering. The enhanced electron-phonon scattering rate for longer wavelengths is of considerable significance. Although, it has been suggested that red-shifting the plasmon resonance of noble metals would allow them to exhibit lower losses, 34 this suggestion ignores the introduction of an extra transient loss mechanism, i.e. decreased EOPRD at longer wavelengths. Fig. 4 (a) TA results for GS_AuL for 650 fs, 2.5 ps, and 10 ps delay times. The bleach maxima blue shifts as a function of the delay time due to reduced EOPRD. In (b) we compare the bleach magnitude for GS, AuL and GS_AuL. The bleach is considerably stronger for GS_AuL than the combined bleach of both GS and AuL indicating the existence of loss mitigation. However, the TA spectra of AuL and GS-AuL are qualitatively similar.
While it has been shown previously that loss mitigation can be optimized for the case of Au core-gain shell aggregates due to enhanced field localization, 35 one should take into account the transient dynamics of such compensation. Compensating losses of the subset of SP resonances that experience stronger damping, in our case resonances at longer wavelengths due to EOPRD, decreases the efficiency of loss compensation over time. 10 Furthermore, for 400 nm excitation the bleach maximum wavelength shifts as a function of pump power. As shown in Fig. 6 , the maximum bleach wavelength starts at ≈551 nm for 0.5 μJ and progresses towards ≈570 nm which corresponds to the maximum emission wavelength. The maximum bleach wavelength was determined by using a polynomial fit to the bleach curve. This frequency pulling like effect of the bleach maximum is due to enhanced loss mitigation at the maximum emission wavelength as a function of pump energy. For AuL, see ESI section 4, † we observe no shift in the bleach maximum as a function of pump energy. A similar behavior was reported theoretically in ref. 15 . The authors defined the figure of merit (FOM) of loss mitigation as FOM = Re{n}/Im{n}. The FOM increased as a function of pump intensity and the maximum FOM wavelength shifted towards the maximum emission wavelength of the gain. 15 Since the probe beam interrogates the subset of aggregates that correspond to a given excited resonance, we can conclude that loss mitigation occurs for electromagnetically coupled NP aggregates for the subset of frequencies that correspond to the gain emission and depends on the loss mitigation efficiency at each emission wavelength.
Transient decay kinetics
The transient decay kinetics of exciton-plasmon resonant hybrids provides a panoramic view on the evolution of the loss mitigation process over time. In particular, it allows us to study the non-radiative exciton-plasmon energy transfer process by studying the decay kinetics of the transient absorption spectrum. Here we focus on the spectral region where the bleach occurs. The lifetimes are fitted by the following equation:
where S(t ) is the fitting function, IRF is the width of the instrument response function (full width at half maximum) and is set to be 0.1 ps corresponding to the pump pulse, t 0 is time zero where the fitting starts, A i and τ i are the amplitudes and decay times respectively. The transient kinetics results of GS, AuL, AuH, GS_AuL, and GS_AuH at 570 nm are presented in Table 1 . In all samples, the first time component τ 1 is assigned to the increase in the bleach (for 400 nm excitation wavelength with 1 μJ pump energy), while all other components correspond to the decay of the bleach over time. For GS, the bleach decay has three lifetime components. An infinite lifetime means that it is longer than the maximum delay achievable Fig. 5 Bird-eye view diagrams of GS_AuL for pump wavelengths (a) 400 nm (b) 800 nm. The TA signal magnitude is considerably higher for the 400 nm excitation compared to the 800 nm excitation. At 800 nm we do not excite the gain and thus we exclude the contribution from loss compensation to the bleach. Fig. 6 Maximum bleach wavelength vs. pump energy for GS_AuL. The maximum bleach wavelength shift is pulled towards the emission maximum of the coupled gain due to enhanced loss mitigation as a function of pump power.
by our setup. For AuL and AuH we have one bleach rise lifetime component (τ 1 ) and two bleach decay lifetime components (τ 2 and τ 3 ). The first lifetime component (τ 1 ) reflects electron-electron scattering that thermalizes the electron gas creating a Fermi distribution of hot electrons which results in the observed bleach. The bleach decay components (τ 2 ) and (τ 3 ) correspond to electron-phonon relaxation and phononphonon relaxation respectively. 24 Interestingly, the decay kinetics for GS_AuL shows similar behavior to that of GS as they share the same lifetime components with shorter bleach decay lifetimes (τ 2 and τ 3 ) for GS_AuL compared to GS. The decay kinetics of the hybrid system dynamics reflects both the drop in the bleach due to hot electron cooling as well as the decay in loss compensation efficiency over time as the (donor) gain depletes due to transferring its energy to the (acceptor) plasmonic NPs. When we have a high plasmonic NP concentration as in GS_AuH, the gain depletion process becomes more efficient and the decay kinetics starts to look similar to that of a pure plasmonic system. Accordingly, the decay dynamics of the hybrid system has gain like and plasmon like features where the gain tends to increase the bleach lifetime and the energy transfer accompanied by plasmonic losses tends to decrease it (see Fig. 7 ).
The observed behavior of the decay kinetics highlights the fact that gain mediated loss mitigation is a transient phenomenon by its nature as the gain itself depletes over time. It also shows that gain mediated loss mitigation does not eliminate losses like other strategies. 8 Oscillating electrons will still scatter and the energy will be absorbed with or without the gain. The existence of the gain, however, maintains the resonant response of oscillating free electrons from decaying by transferring energy over time to the quasi-static field of the plasmonic nanoparticles.
Conclusion
In summary, we have studied the ultrafast dynamics of coupled core-shell CdSe@ZnS QDs, and Au NP aggregates via femtosecond TAS. By studying the TA signal of QDs only and Au NPs only, we were able to separate loss mitigation in hybrid exciton-plasmon nano-assemblies from other effects that also enhance the transient transmission (bleach). Additionally, we showed a frequency pulling like effect of the transient bleach signal towards the emission maximum of the gain; an effect that has been previously predicted theoretically. 15 Furthermore, we presented that loss mitigation can occur for the subset of resonances of NP aggregates that overlap with the gain emission. Finally, we have investigated the transient kinetics of the bleach for all systems. The hybrid gainplasmon systems have hybrid bleach decay dynamics reflecting the non-radiative energy transfer process between the gain (donor) and plasmonic NPs (acceptor). This work provides a deeper understanding of excitonplasmon dynamics to control optical losses in plasmonic nanostructures. Exciting the NPs directly creates hot electrons which suffer from more losses compared to cold electrons. To reduce optical losses, it is important to minimize the excitation of hot electrons. The excitation of hot electrons can be moderated by increasing the gain concentration in the presence of plasmonic NP aggregates since most of the pump energy will be absorbed by the gain, as proven by our TAS analysis. Furthermore, we reported that by increasing EOPRD we have decreased electron-phonon coupling, and this increases the loss mitigation efficiency. While other works 36 attempted to directly improve the quality factor of plasmon resonance through a careful choice of materials and design of plasmonic nanostructures, performing TAS analysis opens a new venue for investigating and optimizing the transient quality factor of plasmon resonance and eventually controlling losses in selected frequency ranges.
Experimental
Preparation of nanocomposite hybrid systems
The elastomer was mixed thoroughly with the curing agent in the weight ratio of 10 : 1 and then degassed under vacuum to remove entrapped air bubbles. Au NPs (100 μL, 3 × 10 solution in hexane) and/or QDs (100 μL, 6 × 10 −5 M solution in hexane) were added to the pre-polymer mixture (2 g) and vigorously stirred for 1 h to obtain a homogeneous mixture. The resulting mixtures were cast into a support template (2.5 cm × 2.5 cm) and the films were cured at 70°C for 24 h to obtain ca. 3 mm thick self-standing films. The detailed information about the synthesis procedure of QDs and Au NPs can be found in ref. 37.
Characterization and measurements
The extinction was measured using a Cary 300 UV-VIS spectrophotometer, whereas the steady-state emission spectra were measured by means of an advanced fluorescence lifetime spectrometer (Edinburgh, FLS980 Series), equipped with a CCD camera (Andor, iDus 420 Series), a 450 W xenon arc lamp, high performance triple grating monochromators with integrated filter wheels, and a Hamamatsu MCP-PMT. Ultrafast transient absorption spectroscopy experiments were carried out on all samples using a Ti:sapphire laser amplifier-optical parametric amplifier system (Spectra Physics) with 44 fs pulse duration and a 1 kHz repetition rate. A commercial pump-probe experimental setup with a white light continuum probe beam (Spectra Physics) was used (for more details see Scheme 1). Experiments were performed in the transmission geometry. The pulse duration is 100 fs inside the pump-probe experimental setup. The sample is pumped with a tunable output of the optical parametric amplifier. The excitation wavelength of the pump beam is set based on the energy levels of the target sample. The OPA unit provides the possibility to vary the output wavelength of the pump beam at a wide spectral range of 250 nm to 2800 nm. A white light continuum used as the probe beam is generated by impinging the 800 nm wavelength light of the Spitfire unit on a sapphire plate. This broadband beam (350 nm-800 nm) is used to monitor the occurred transitions of the electrons to the allowed energy levels of the sample. Repetition rates of the pump and probe beams are 500 Hz and 1 kHz respectively. As a result of this matter, the effect of the pump beam will be observed only in one of the two consecutive probe beams. Both the pump and probe beams should overlap spatially and temporally over the sample. However, transmitted probe spectra are detected with a fiber optic spectrometer while the pump beam is dumped.
In the pump-probe technique, the ground state electrons are transferred to the excited states by applying a proper wavelength and energy values of the pump beam. A neutral density filter is used to modify the pump beam power. Consecutive probe spectra with lower intensity are used to extract the changes in spectra due to the pump pulses. The promoted electrons by the pump beam to the first excited state can be transferred to the higher permitted energy levels by the probe beam. Therefore, in the absence of the pump beam, the probe beam can cause the linear absorption, while in simultaneous presence of pump and probe beams, both linear and nonlinear absorptions can occur. In order to measure the time duration for which electrons remain in different energy levels, the probe beams must be delayed against the pump beam. Such a delay is applied by using a motorized retro-reflector mirror in the path of the probe beam. The maximum delay of 3 ns between the pump and probe pulses can be created by the retro-reflector mirror. The zero reference time is considered as the time that both temporally synchronized pump and probe pulses hit over the sample. Therefore, at the point of zero time, the majority of the firstly excited electrons will be promoted to the higher excited states. The successive probe pulses will be delayed increasingly with respect to the pump pulses, by traveling in longer beam paths created by the retroreflector mirror. In this case, a portion of the primarily pro- moted electrons to the first excited state return to the ground state by the aid of the broadband probe beam. In the meantime, the number of electrons stimulated to the higher excited states by the probe light will decrease exponentially. As a result of the exponentially decaying behavior of the observed nonlinear effects, at a specific wavelength of the white beam spectrum the decay time of the transient effects can be measured.
